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Art Enrichment Lesson Plan 

Grade 1 
*** There are two bins for this lesson.  One smaller with paint, 

one bin with the rest of the materials. 

***Please check with teacher ahead of time to make sure there 

is a CD player in the classroom.  If not, you will need to 

arrange for one. 

 

MASTERPIECE(S): 
 The Starry Night, 1889 

 Starry Night Over the Rhone, 1888 

 

ARTIST: 
Vincent Van Gogh (pronounced van GOH) 

 

MUSIC: 
 Music CD- Gogh Face to Face: A Portrait in Music  

(Music is played during the Hands-On Experience) 

 

VOCABULARY: 
 Impressionism- a way of painting that leaves out details.  Overall 

look is an artist’s impression or feeling, not a realistic copy of the 

subject. 

 Tempera Cakes- a dry form of tempera paint 

 Tempera Paint- a water soluble paint 

 Palette- A tray or board on which colors of paint are mixed 
 

 MATERIALS: 
 Newspaper- 1 per desk, enough to cover desk 

 12x12” white construction paper- 1 per student 

 13 sets tempera cakes (9 colors per set)- share between 2 students 

 Water cups (yogurt cups)- 1 per student, located in the art cabinet 

 ½ “ black bristle brush- for the tempera cakes, 1 per student 

 #12 camel hair watercolor brush- for tempera paint, 1 per student 

 Thick tempera paint in bottles (no black paint) 

 30 white plastic palettes- for tempera paint in bottles, 1 per student 
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SET-UP DEMONSTRATION STATION: 
Choose a table that students will later gather around while you demonstrate the project 

step by step.  Have your supplies laid out and ready to go.  Keep your samples within 

easy reach.   

 

PREPARATION: 
 Cover each desk with newspaper. 

 Have students write their names with pencil in the corner of the white 

construction paper. 

 Set up CD player for music CD. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
Gain students attention.  Introduce yourself and other volunteers.  Explain that this is the 

Art Enrichment Program and parents get to come to their classroom four (4) times a year 

to learn about artists and have fun making art. 

 

REVIEW: 
Review previous classroom Art Enrichment Projects.  “Does anyone remember one of the 

artists we already learned about?  What was special or interesting about that artist’s 

work?” Etc. 

 

DISCUSS ARTIST, MASTERPIECE(S), & POSTER(S): 
Gather up students to a floor location so that they can view the posters close up.  Discuss 

Vincent Van Gogh using the biography information.  Present the masterwork(s) and 

invite discussion through observation and questions.  Ask questions from the Question 

List (in your lesson folder) as needed. 

 

STATE OBJECTIVE: 
Today, we will use “broken” brush strokes the way the Impressionists did.  We will 

create our own star like one out of Van Gogh’s Starry Night.   

 

DEMONSTRATE PROCESS: 
Gather around the demonstration station that you have already set-up. 

1. Using tempera cakes, paint center (circle) of your star (about as large as an egg).  

Let the students know that they will choose their own colors.  They do not need to 

use the same colors as you do in the demonstration. 

2. Wash paintbrush in the water cup. 

3. Choose a second color and paint the first “ring” around the center. 

4. Wash the paintbrush in the water cup. 

5. Choose a third color and paint the next ring (final one).  Paint it wide enough to 

fill the paper.   

6. Wash paintbrush in the water cup. 
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7. Now we will add the broken brush stroke effect with the thick tempera paint from 

the bottle.  Squirt a little thick tempera paint from the bottles into a white palette.  

Each student gets a small dollop of each color they used for their star (each 

student will receive 3 colors).   

8. Explain that this thicker paint will help achieve the style of Van Gogh’s broken 

brush strokes.   

9. Emphasize how you are using broken “short” strokes to convey movement.  Paint 

over the smooth tempera cake paint with this thick tempera paint form the bottles.  

Because the strokes are “broken”, the tempera cake paint will show underneath.  

Students should not try to cover the tempera cake paint with the thicker 

tempera paint. 
10. Check to make sure students understand the instructions you have given.  Ask if 

someone can tell you what they will do first (paint the egg size center).  What do 

they do next (wash the paintbrush)?  Etc. 

 

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE: 
 Send student s back to their desks to begin working.   

 Play music CD while students work independently. 

 

CLEAN-UP: 
After the paintbrushes have been washed, store them upright in the container.  If 

needed, wipe the surface of the tempera cakes clean with a damp tissue or paper towel.  

Leave bins open so brushes and tempera cakes can air dry. 

 

CLOSE: 
Review facts about Van Gogh, review vocabulary, and check for understanding.  Ask 

pertinent questions from the Questions List. 


